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Introduction.

For a topological space X with base point, its loop space ΩX is a homotopy-
associative ϋΓ-space with a homotopy-inverse, and so the set of homotopy clas-
ses of continuous maps from a topological space Y into ΩX, fixing base point,
forms a group πo(Y; ΩX). Consider the class

of the identity map 1ΩX of ΩX onto itself, and call the order of cΩX simply
the loop-order of X.

The loop-order is clearly a homotopy type invariant. In this note, we
discuss its general properties, where the dual situation to the suspension-
order of Toda [2] may be seen.

1. Preliminary and definition.

For each topological space X, we always associate a point *, called the
base point. (Continuous) maps and homotopies considered are base point pre-
serving.

The set of the homotopy classes of maps/:(X, *)—>(F, *) is denoted by

TTOU; Γ).

Let a 6 7To(X; Y) and β e πo(Y; Z) be the classes of maps / : X->Y and
g : Y->Z respectively, then the composition β°a e πo(X; Z) is the class of the
composition gof of maps. The formula β°a=f*(β)=g*(a) defines two map-
pings

/ * : 7Γo(F; Z)-*7Γo(X; Z) and #* : πo(X; F)->τro(X; Z).

The loop space ΩX of X is the space of all loops w: (/, /)—>(X, *)
(/=[0, 1], / = {0, 1}) with compact-open topology, and the constant loop is its
base point. In this note, we assume that spaces are simply connected when-
ever their loop spaces are considered, and so ΩX is arcwise connected.

The product μ : ΩXx ΩX^ΩX of the 77-space ΩX is defined by

, w2)(t) = w1(2t) (()<;* ^1/2), =w2(2ί-l) (1/2<;*<;!),


